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THE KONINCKS (CH – Argovia / Lucerne) 
EP: «Electric Brew» (Release: August 1st 2014) 
 

 

A voice bursting with self-confidence – and with justice because 
The Konincks have great Ambitions. After only ten months of 
existence the blues-rock quartet take to their first European tour. 
Who is not afraid is going to be rewarded and so in autumn the 
Konincks support Richie Kotzen at 14 concerts in 10 countries. 
With them they bring their first EP. And “Electric Brew” is quite 
something. 
 
www.thekonincks.com 

 
 
A small bit of old Soul is definitely in the young Band The 
Konincks. Otherwise this new voice couldn’t transport the 
blues-rock of an old generation so heavily convincing to the 
now. 
 
Over the full sound of the three instrumentalists unfolds the 
powerful voice of Jules Herzog, that tells tales of fateful 
encounters and rogue adventures with a fervor and a fire 
that taunt the typical and distinctive halting blues-rock. 
 
The band played their first concert in France, and in 
September 2014 the Konincks are going on a 20 days 
European tour, where they will accompany Guitarist Richie 
Kotzen. As less as they obviously care about country 
borders they are interested in genre borders. The Konincks 
make music for the heart and head. Everything else is 
secondary. 
 
This determined and consequent attitude is reflecting in the 
search for a suitable production partner. The first EP 
“Electric Brew”, which is coming out on 1. August was 
mastered by Mandy Parnell, who was responsible for the 
sound for such musicians as The White Stripes or Paul 
McCartney. The vibes are right and the tools as well and the 
goals are set. And let’s be honest: Have big plans ever 
prevented big actions?  
 

 

 
 
 

Members:  
 
Jules Herzog (voc) 
Mike Wegmüller (git) 
Marc Wermelinger (bass) 
 

 

  
 

For Fans of: Cream, Alabama Shakes, Blues Pills 
 


